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Fall Gathering 2013
Stefanie Mollborn and family in Rovinj, Croatia on son Benjamin's 10th birthday.
Mollborn family's traditional crayfish party in Sweden.
Stefanie and Benjamin Mollborn at Gullfoss falls in Iceland.
Simon Mollborn spelunking a lava cave in Iceland.
Sammie and Elisa at Washington National's game.
Sammie in front of White House!

Sammie did her internship over the summer in DC!!
Sammie in front of the Supreme Court Building.
Sammie at the Lincoln Monument.
Mike Radelet with San Francisco attorney Elizabeth Zitrin and Richard Dieter, Director of the Death Penalty Information Center in Washington, at the Fifth world Congress against the Death Penalty, Madrid, June 14, 2013.
Lisa and Mike in Granada, Spain.
Lisa and Mike at the Alhambra, Granada, Spain, June 7, 2013.
Mike and Lisa with San Francisco attorney Elizabeth Zitrin at the Alcazar Royal Palace, Seville, June 9th 2013.
Mara, Shankar and Anisha....summer family trip to Tanzania and India.............Safari time!!
Anisha’s 1st birthday!!
Anisha’s 1st Tanzania visit.
Anisha’s 1st Tanzania visit.
Anisha’s 1st Tanzania visit.
Anisha’s 1st Tanzania visit.
Anisha’s 1st India visit.
Alison with some stranger in the Bahamas........
Alison and Jason posing in front of the boat.... their boat....
Jason’s fish is the biggest..........

[Image of three men holding fish on a boat]
Alison & Jason aboard Thunderbolt Grotto...........it appeared in the 007 movie Thunderball.......
Jason and Izak..............
too cool for school........
Alison, Anya & Izak in Crested Butte
Izak vs. Anya
Anya ready for her friends Bat Mitzvah
A Elk Buck we saw a week ago at the top of Trail Ridge road above Estes Park ~ Diane Smith.
Susanne Maher in front of Mt. Rushmore.
Chris Jochem and Elisabeth Root in Matlab, Bangladesh.
Lori & Benjamin vacationing in Seattle......
Lori and Benjamin at the top of Mt. St. Helens.
Benjamin _ Mt. St. Helens
Shrestha family’s summer vacation in Cabo San Lucas.
where the Sea of Cortez meets the Pacific
......Land’s end......the famous Arch...the beach is accessible only once in every four years...it was under water this year.......
Aakriti and Aabriti enjoying the beach......
Jane and Fred with the kids and grandkids attending a wedding in Iowa City, Iowa.
Pictures from John Wiener_ Ox pulling.......
......some little ones being shown in light class
the man here is a lot smaller!
Each block is 600 lbs; the sled is 1,000 lbs. A pull is 6 feet or more. Agility is a different event, same teams going around tight turns and backing up, with only the sled sometimes.
Liesel Ritchie_Canada Pictures
Liesel Ritchie_Canada Pictures
Aaki spent her summer attending University of Nebraska Medical School, Summer Medical/Dental Program.
...testing the patellar reflex......
shadowing Cardiologist, Dr. Eric Van de Graaff.
Aaki learning the skills of putting a cast.........
......and, cutting the cast off......
Suture done......
Future medical professionals....
Got to watch the College World Series......Aaki
Visited the famous Henry Doorly Zoo in Omaha.
Big cats in the Zoo......
Recognition ceremony after completion of the program.....Aaki
Anya Alston with Eggshells
View of Florence from the Pension Bencista – Mary & Lee Alston.
Florence from the Piazza Michelangelo – Mary & Lee Alston.
Cows enjoying the view of San Cassiano – Mary & Lee Alston.
The Dolomites – Mary & Lee Alston.
Summer Storm in the Dolomites – Mary & Lee Alston.
Santa Croce Church, Alta Badia, Italy – Mary & Lee Alston.
View of Quito from the Bell Tower of the San Francisco Church
– Mary & Lee Alston.
A gift from the farmers in Guaslan, Ecuador – Mary & Lee Alston.
Machachi Dancer
Gift Poncho from the Coprobich Cooperative

- Lee Alston
Gift Bag from the Coprobich Cooperative
Red Footed Booby
– Mary & Lee Alston
Lee Alston with El Presidente
View from the palace bedroom
- Mary & Lee Alston
Bev and her sweet husband on Lido Island
Eating great food in Venice!
Happy in Florence
even with no luggage......
- wish we were still there
Photo from Mt. Evans _Joan Bryant
Jazzy on Red Rocks
Loop Trail – Joan Bryant
4th of July Trailhead
- Joan Bryant.
Randall with his kids.
Randall and Maisa
Terry and Judith vacationing in Ireland.
This was the ruin of the O'Driscoll Castle on Cape Clear Island and Terry and Judith were trying to get out there but you can't - you can just see it from a distance.
Aden and Sila - Tania Barham pictures
Tania with Aden & Sila_Niagara Falls.....
Garvin and Aden _ Niagara Falls.....
Tania and Aden_Niagara Falls.....
Toronto tower as seen from the Niagara Falls.....
Tania’s recent visit to Bangladesh
Chris Jochem in Bangladesh.
MHSS -2 survey under way in Matlab.
MHSS -2 survey under way in Matlab.
MHSS -2 survey under way in Matlab.
Tania and family on a hike at Rocky Mountain National Park.
Karen and Spencer Drewelow wedding – June 8, 2013
Karen and Spencer’s honeymoon in Cozumel, Mexico
Karen and Spencer’s honeymoon in Cozumel, Mexico
Sunset over the Amazon River, Colleen and her daughter Ella.
Looking for pink hued river dolphins in the Brazilian Amazon _ Colleen
Students and Professors from CU and the State University of Santa Cruz meeting with a local environmental NGO in Bahia, Brazil.
Under "the Cristo" in Rio de Janeiro

Colleen Scanlan Lyons
The bumba meu boi festival in Maranhão, Brazil
– Colleen Scanlan Lyons
Learning about agroforestry and Atlantic Forest restoration in Bahia, Brazil _Colleen Scanlan Lyons
A typical beach scene in Bahia, Brazil – Colleen Scanlan Lyons.
Nancy performing with the Ginger Roots at the Fork, Lyons, CO, June 2013
Nancy performing at the British Columbia Swing Camp, Sorrento, BC August 2013
Nancy performing in the women songwriters’ concert at Voice Works, Centrum, Port Townsend, WA July 2013
Nancy in sandstone colors, Little Ranch, spring 2013

-(photo by Zeke Little)
Jane Menken's trip to Cabarete, Dominican Republic
Jane Menken's trip to Cabarete, Dominican Republic
Jane Menken's trip to Cabarete, Dominican Republic
Jane Menken's trip to Cabarete, Dominican Republic – 4 kids from grandson Mateo's class heading home after school (safety????)
Jane and Dick’s Blue Lake hike.
Jane and Dick's Blue Lake hike.
Jane and Dick’s Blue Lake hike.
Jane and Dick’s Blue Lake hike spotted two Moose.
Jill Williams, Nicole Angotti and Sanyu Mojola at Agincourt, South Africa doing their project HIV after 40/Izindaba za Badala
Sanyu with their field team
Nicole with their field team
Sanyu at Big Sur, California
Sanyu at Yosemite National Park
Johno's 'mad journey' - riding across the US
July 1\textsuperscript{st} 2013 – August 16\textsuperscript{th} 2013

- Total days travelled - 42 days
- Total miles covered - 3356.6 miles.
- Total Elevation gain - 108,486 feet $= 33067$ meters (almost 4 times the height of Mt Everest)
- Total calories burned: 161, 564. (If 3500 calories $= 1$ lb, this would mean I would have lost 46.1lbs $= 21$ kilograms in weight if I had not eaten so much.)
- Journey was from Netarts on the Oregon coast to Ocean City NJ.
It was cool on the beach, windy and temperatures about 70 (21 C). But it got hot quickly as I rode east towards Portland.

Lighthouse on the Oregon coast. JohnO’s “mad journey” begins.
JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Columbia River view from the Historic road - Interstate 84 is down below JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Another way to cross the US and I bet it's easier on the touchas. I saw this rental camper at least four times at various sightseeing stops._JohnO’s mad journey._
One of the many falls that tumble down to the Columbia from the Cascades_John’s “mad journey”.

One last surprise before Hood River - a very steep forest road - again completely empty. - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
From the Rowena lookout point onto the original highway. It was fun to speed down these curves. - JohnO's "mad journey".
Crossing into Washington state suggests that this sign about the character of the state is highly misleading, given the landscape here. One of the many local fireworks stands is visible on the left. Since the fire danger is so high, it's puzzling that the fireworks are so readily available. - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
The first 20 miles or so from Hermiston followed the Columbia river but the busy highway with lots of trucks made it hard to enjoy the scenery - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
- JohnO's “mad journey”.
The casino on the left was busy on a Sunday morning. Tribal peoples are allowed casinos on their lands. - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
The grades got steeper towards the top - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
A photo from Friday taken by Tom of the Berkeley group - on the road to Walla Walla. - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
An action close-up from Tom - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Lengthening shadows on the empty road after 6pm, though it's probably not a good idea to ride and take a photograph at the same time -- JohnO's "mad journey".
My first time here. I like the state outline as the sign -- JohnO’s “mad journey”.
There is still a little snow left on the NW slopes of Lolo Peak (over 9000 feet) - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
The State Capitol on another hill. I like the outline of the state on the flowerbeds - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Across the street in Marmarth is this disused auditorium built in 1918. It must have been a jumpin' place in the years following the arrival of the Milwaukee railroad line.

- JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Welcome to South Dakota
- JohnO’s “mad journey”.
I just lost an hour's sleep- JohnO's “mad journey”.
If you're a pheasant and reading this blog, for your own welfare, I would advise you to stay clear of the Bowdle area on the fourth Sunday in October. - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
The area has seen a lot of heavy rain and flooding lately and there is a flood watch still in effect. - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
A very German-like church, St. Mary's in Sleepy Eye. I could see the spires for about 8 miles across the cornfields. Minnesota - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Lots of Biking (sorry Viking) fans in town - JohnO’s “mad journey”.

MINNESOTA STATE MANKATO

Proud host of the

MINNESOTA VIKINGS

TRAINING CAMP

NEW OSAKA

JAPANESE CUISINE

SUSHI, SEAFOOD, STEAK HOUSE & FULL BAR

All You Can Eat Sushi Everyday!
Every little town should be the 'capital' of something. They must be a contender in the north for the statewide title. At least, they spelled 'capital' correctly. JohnO’s “mad journey”.
A pleasant surprise - I stayed on it for about 20 miles - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
That's nice but I'd feel a lot more welcome if you put some asphalt on the shoulders, instead of the loose gravel on there now JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Rolling hills and Amish farms _JohnO’s “mad journey”._
A nice shoulder too on the bridge_JohnO’s “mad journey”.
My 9th state - and the roads improved measurably when I left Iowa JohnO’s “mad journey”.
One of the many Wisconsin dairy farms_JohnO’s “mad journey”.
I was on this road for a while - it follows the Mississippi all the way to Gulf of Mexico_JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Before the Big Box stores - Bloomington, WI
A nice pastoral scene in Southern Wisconsin JohnO’s “mad journey”
Though the climbs were not as steep as yesterday, they added up _JohnO’s “mad journey”
My 10th welcome, this time to my former state of residence - suitably framed by a soybean field_JohnO’s “mad journey”!
A row of properties from the 1880s in Warren, IL

JohnO’s “mad journey”
The Rock river in downtown Rockford
JohnO’s “mad journey”
The Hormel home in Austin_JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Chicago river and new buildings from Wacker Drive - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Some of the abandoned homes and cleared lots that I passed- JohnO’s “mad journey”.
County courthouse, Warsaw, IN - JohnO's “mad journey”.
Welcome to me to my 12th state- JohnO’s “mad journey”.

Welcome to Ohio
John R. Kasich, Governor
Mary Taylor, Lt. Governor
So much to Discover!
The undisputed king of retro biking - from Oregon to DC on a 12 speed 1980 Miyata.

I feel downright overdressed and ultra-chic compared to my fellow tourer.
Cadiz, Ohio - JohnO's "mad journey".
Welcome to my 13th state
- JohnO’s “mad journey”.

Welcome to West Virginia
Wild and Wonderful
Earl Ray Tomblin, Governor

Military Order of the Purple Heart Bridge
“Take me home country roads” Backroads, West Virginia - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Bridge over the Susquehanna, about half-mile long. Nice walkway on both sides -- JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Center city Philadelphia in the distance from Upper Darby heights
- JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Boardwalk, Ocean City NJ - I rode it from one end to the other. Interesting but not to be repeated - JohnO’s “mad journey”.
Done and dusted in Ocean City, NJ. Front wheel in the Atlantic after 3356.7 miles (5402 kms) from Netarts, Oregon.
The Greenbergs at Half Moon Bay
The Hawkins family in Montana
The Hawkins family in Seattle
Laurie and Emily Hawkins at the beach in California
Laurie and Emily with Aleeza Tribbia in Salt Lake City
Mama Mia on Broadway in New York! Laurie Hawkins
Breckenridge Weekend_Laurie Hawkins & Kathryn Nowotny
5th annual new graduate student welcome taco party!
- Dept. of SOCY
5th annual new graduate student welcome taco party!
- Dept. of SOCY
Dissertation research at the World Bank (thanks to PSCI funding) – Johannes Karreth.
Sisters at the Berlin Wall
(Jody Witt)
Taking advantage of a 16-hour flight delay in Hong Kong
-Jodi Witt
Kids playing on the street in Da Lat, Vietnam
- Jodi Witt
Abseiling down waterfalls in Da Lat, Vietnam - Jodi Witt.
Friendly river guide for the floating markets in Can Tho, Vietnam - Jodi Witt
Market in Da Lat, Vietnam

Jodi Witt.
A view from Max’s office in Chicago this summer. Max interned in healthcare advertising this summer.
Max in Chicago for the Blackhawks Stanley Cup victory parade, with the Blackhawks motorcade in the background.
Max at the USA Pro Challenge Bike Race in Aspen, CO.